Community Engagement
& Support
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The Turkstra family has always had a very
quiet way of giving back to the community.
One of the key values at Turkstra Lumber
has been to “support the communities in
which we work.”
We have consistently taken it upon
ourselves to support worthwhile causes in
the community.
Peter Sr. and Tina Turkstra

the summer of 1977 and the sixtieth in
1987.

Early on, Peter Sr. focused on helping
Dutch immigrant families and he
worked closely with faith-based
charities. He was a religious man and
dedicated member of the Christian
Reformed
Church.
He
was
instrumental in establishing Camp
Shalom, a Christian youth camp near
Ayr, Ontario owned by the Reformed
Church. It was here that the Turkstra
tribe held two large reunions to mark
significant anniversaries of their
immigration to Canada; the fiftieth in

Peter Sr. and his wife Tina were big
supporters of Christian education.
They established the Inner Peace
Foundation which provided funds to
various
organizations,
including
helping schools purchase equipment to
support students with communication
disorders. Through the Inner Peace
Foundation and other Turkstra
connections, Peter and Tina built
Christian
schools
and
helped
Redeemer University in Ancaster,
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Ontario get started. They
also helped develop the
Harbour Rescue Mission
on James Street North,
which still operates today
as a ministry of Mission
Services at the same
location. They devoted
not only money but
volunteered much of
their time setting up
these organizations. The
Inner Peace Foundation
was later managed by son
Clifford Turkstra who
continued to advance his
parents’ vision.
Peter Sr. supported many
community causes. He
donated a third of his
income to charity. His
approach was: a third to
employees, a third to
charity, and a third for
himself. Of course, this
was beneficial to him
from a tax point of view,
but it really reflected his
approach to community
service.
Peter Sr. never sought
attention, but it was hard
to avoid when he
sponsored a young man
in the Brantford area;
Wayne Gretzy. Though
Peter did not play
hockey, he joined Wayne
and the Gretzky family
at
tournaments.
At
Wayne’s restaurant in
Toronto, visitors will
find a hockey team logo
patch from the Turkstra
Lumber Kings.

Members of the Turkstra family at Camp Shalom.
Seated front: Peter & Tina. Seated far left: Carl &
Kate, Cliff & Kathy, Shirley & Herman.
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Tina & Peter Sr.
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Dr. Carl and Kate Turkstra
When Carl Turkstra joined the business, the
same practice of “quiet” giving continued. Carl
increased the budget for charitable work. Carl
and his wife Kate expanded the focus to include
supporting the arts and culture, nutrition
programs, and arts & music access for children.
They have also been and remain passionate about
several international causes.

Peter Turkstra remembers being in a
meeting with his dad Carl when he first
joined the company. Carl was sitting with a
charity and asked, “If we donated $5,000,
where would it be best used”? Where is it
most needed?” He always had the view of
focusing on filling a void in the system
rather than contributing to areas that
already
receive
funding
from
the
community or governments.”
In his 70s, Carl looked around and
discovered that arts programs were
suffering in the city, so he started an
organization called the Incite Foundation.
Incite is now one of the major supporters of
arts and culture in Hamilton. Carl supports
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the Art Gallery of Hamilton, professional
art circles, school arts programs, the Dundas
Valley School of Art, the Hamilton
Philharmonic Orchestra and many others. If
it involves the arts or music scene in
Hamilton, Carl is likely involved.
Carl and Kate did not want to name the
foundation after themselves. They named
the organization “Incite” because that is
exactly what they wanted to do: incite
people to support the arts.
Carl explains, “People sometimes assume
we are promoting some other objective, but
we insist that all we want to do is support
the arts. We just try to be good citizens. We
are here to get the arts going and to be a
partner in that process for the betterment of
the community.”
In 2016, Carl and Kate were inducted into
the Gallery of Distinction. It is awarded by
the Hamilton Public Library to honour
those who contributed significantly to the
betterment of the Hamilton community.
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Peter & Karen Turkstra
In keeping with family tradition, Peter
became
involved
supporting
worthwhile causes and established
charities. Karen became directly
involved as an elected Trustee on the
Board of the Public School Board. In
this position, she added a unique
perspective regarding the educational
needs of children and families in the
community.
Peter has participated in several
initiatives to raise awareness of
environmental issues and over two
million dollars for various charities.
Along with his friend Fred Losani and
others, he trekked to the North Pole in
2006, the South Pole in 2009, and hiked
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the 890-kilometre Bruce Trail in thirty
days in 2012.
Peter observes,
“These adventures were wonderful for
many reasons. On a personal note,
they helped keep us in shape he
explained”, with a laugh. From a fiscal
impact point of view, we were able to
leverage our business relationships to
dramatically increase the funds raised.
In addition, modern technology
allowed us to involve tens of thousands
of Inner City kids who could watch
the adventure interactively and
communicate with us”.
“Fred Losani taught me how to
fundraise.
He was a machine at
creating an environment and helping to

Peter Turkstra
presents flag
signed by
Turkstra Lumber
employees to
Walter Gretzky
at Brantford yard
for 2002 Winter
Olympics
South Pole
expedition
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Bruce Trail
for Kids,
Tobermory

North Pole
expedition
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solicit funds. They say that “giving
money”
or
“philanthropy”
is
rewarding.
While it certainly is,
helping to leverage fundraising to
increase the reach is even more
rewarding”

grants that focus on supporting
nutrition, social services, and education
assistance for women, the elderly and
children in the Hamilton area.
We try to continue with the approach
of being quiet about our charitable
endeavours. Peter Sr. and Carl never
bragged or broadcast what they were
doing, and we continue to support
projects in a similar spirit. Apart from
sports team sponsorship, the majority
of giving we do flies under the radar
with minimal attention and the true
focus on having a maximum impact.

Peter and his friends were focused on
ensuring that every penny was used for
the purpose intended. They insisted on
proposals, which provided maximum
impact for each specific donation.
In 2014, Peter and Karen started the
Peter and Karen Turkstra Foundation.
They work with the Hamilton
Community Foundation to provide
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Turkstra Lumber – Our Employees
Our employees give their time and understand it is part of our company’s
culture to give back. Many Turkstra employees are involved in local
community charities of their choice. Where possible, Turkstra Lumber
supports them and their endeavours.
In the summer, we host charitable barbecue events every Friday at every
one of our branches. Our vendors help supply the food while local
registered charities come in, cook the food and solicit donations from their
sales. Since the charity has no overhead from the hosted event, 100% of the
proceeds go toward their fundraising.
Branch managers have the option of nominating their local charities and
we do our best to raise funds at every Turkstra event; from wearing Jeans
on Friday to our corporate Christmas party. We make every effort to
fundraise for various charities in the community. Every penny counts!
At Christmas, each branch chooses a worthwhile charity to receive a
special local charity. We do this to ensure donations are spread throughout
the many communities we serve across southern Ontario.
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It circles back to the legacy Peter Sr.
and Tina started. Their philosophy was
very focused on giving back to charity
as much as they could.
We try to continue that legacy.
It is very clear that if you’re part of
Turkstra Lumber, there is an
expectation for you to give back to the
community you serve.
It is our pleasure and honour to do so.
We also recognize we can continue to
be quality community partners thanks
to the support of our customers, longterm vendors and our wonderful staff.
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